- Ongoing coordination between FAO, WHO, partners and government
- FAO and WHO have suggested a joint ministerial statement on RVF alert and a declaration of suspected cases whilst we wait for the confirmatory PCR test results from the OIE Reference lab.
- Results disseminated to all partners and FAO within the region (ECTAD, SFE)
- FAO and the Ministry of Livestock deploying a team to Yirol to work with state teams (WHO, MoH, county animal health)
- Sensitization of the UN Country Team / Senior Management (29 Jan 2021)
- Radio programmes launched
- Dissemination posters distribution on the way
Response

• Samples on the way to South Africa for PCR test
• Government yet to declare outbreak after confirmation with OIE/FAO reference Laboratory results

• Recommendation:
  • Pay attention to sanitization messages

• END